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Abstract. Developed areas have plenty of artificial light sources. As the
stars, they appear to twinkle, i.e., scintillate. This effect is caused by random turbulence. We leverage this phenomenon in order to reconstruct
the spatial distribution the turbulence strength (TS). Sensing is passive,
using a multi-view camera setup in a city scale. The cameras sense the
scintillation of light sources in the scene. The scintillation signal has a linear model of a line integral over the field of TS. Thus, the TS is recovered
by linear tomography analysis. Scintillation offers measurements and TS
recovery, which are more informative than tomography based on angleof-arrival (projection distortion) statistics. We present the background
and theory of the method. Then, we describe a large field experiment to
demonstrate this idea, using distributed imagers. As far as we know, this
work is the first to propose reconstruction of a TS horizontal field, using
passive optical scintillation measurements.
Keywords: Computational photography; Multi-view imaging; Atmospheric remote sensing
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Introduction

A beautiful visual scene is that of twinkling stars. Twinkling is even stronger
when observing by the naked eye artificial light sources (bulbs) at a distance.
This effect is formally termed scintillation [8,24], and it is caused by atmospheric
turbulence. Prior computer vision art on turbulence mostly seeks image enhancement [12,25,49], and simulations [34]. However, turbulence encodes information
about scenes, such as distance to background objects [41,48] and crosswind [1,28].
We deal with sensing of the turbulence itself, specifically the field of turbulence strength (TS). It is important to quantify and model turbulence due to its
effect on wind turbine farms [26], meteorology, aviation [39], free space communication and other technologies [10,45]. To quantify TS, the main methods recover
a single value which averages [41,47] the TS over a single line of sight (LOS). The
LOS is between a fixed laser source and fixed detector (a scintillometer), or that
of a camera [23,44]. However, the TS generally varies spatially [13]. There are
methods that resolve the TS over a LOS, using high definition correlation of objects around the LOS [6,15,27,32,37]. At a laboratory scale, TS can be spatially
resolved by active coherent illumination [17] (holography).
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Fig. 1. Scintillating light sources over Haifa Bay, imaged on a winter evening. [Left] A
preliminary capture of a twilight scene consists of lights and landmarks. [Right] Operational imaging optimized for turbulence scintillation sensing. Colors encode processed
results: valid measurements are in green; red denotes signals that are either saturated
or too dim.

We suggest a method for reconstructing the TS in a wide horizontal field.
The sensing is passive, relying on scintillation of bulbs that happen to be in
the scene. The bulbs are observed from multiple cameras in a wide breadth of
locations and fields of view (FOV). Data analysis is that of linear tomography,
i.e., multi-view imaging for volumetric reconstruction. The main idea is that a
scintillation index of an observation is linearly related to the spatially varying
TS.1 Our work is related to [3]. In [3], measurement linearly weight TS in a way
that is mostly sensitive to air near a camera. However, usually we are interested
in remote sensing of TS in a wide, deep domain, rather than the air adjacent to
a camera. Our method, in contrast, is most sensitive around the domain core.
We therefore yield better sensing of regions that are inaccessible.
The reason for this is that the sensing principle of [3] is temporal geometric
distortion, caused by turbulence mainly near the camera. On the other hand,
our sensing principle is scintillation, which is mostly affected by air away from a
camera and the objects it observes. We provide the theory of this tomographic
principle. We further demonstrate it in a city-scale real experiment, which includes a set of cameras dispersed in the domain. This adds-up to other recent
work in computer vision, which seeks new ways for sensing of the atmosphere,
particularly using new types of tomography [2,16,21,22,40].

2

Background on Turbulence

Denote a spatial location in a refractive medium by X = (X, Y, Z). In our case,
the medium is air. Uppercase Z denotes vertical location in 3D. Over time t, the
medium changes due to eddies having variable temperatures, pressure and humidity. The eddies are created by winds or local heating sources on the ground.
The eddies are chaotic and constitute turbulence. The said medium variations
1

Note that tomography to sense properties of atmospheric scatterers is non-linear in
the unknowns [21,22,30,35].
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lead to changes in the medium’s refractive index, denoted as the unit-less n(X, t).
The changes are chaotic, but have established statistics. For temporally stationary turbulence [3], a structure function [20,41] is defined by
  \label {eq:struct_func} {\mathcal D}_n({\bf X}_1,{\bf X}_2)= \langle [n({\bf X}_1,t)-n({\bf X}_2,t)]^2\rangle _t 

(1)

for any two points X1 , X2 in the medium. Typical times scales of turbulence
in air are 1 sec to 1 hour, corresponding to length scales from 1 mm up to
the order of 1 km. Within these scales, Dn is spatially wide-sense-stationary,
according to Kolmogorov [18,19]. Let us approximate the structure function as
space-invariant, depending only on the distance ρ = ||X1 − X2 ||, in units of
meters. Then
  \label {eq:struct_func_23} {\mathcal D}_n(\rho )=C_n^2\rho ^{2/3}. 
(2)
Here Cn2 is termed the refractive index structure constant [20,41]. The units of
Cn2 are m−2/3 . The structure constant is non-negative and has typical values in
the range 10−17 m−2/3 to 10−13 m−2/3 .
The TS is quantified by Cn2 . Suppose Cn2 = 0 in Eq. (2). Then Eq. (1)
means that the refractive index is spatially uniform, which occurs when the
medium is still. The higher Cn2 is, the higher the spatiotemporal variability of the
refractive index. This leads to observable optical effects [13]. In large scales, some
regions are more turbulent than others, due to spatial variations of temperature
gradients and winds. Thus we denote TS by Cn2 (X). Locally, nature it is quasistationary, allowing the use of space-invariant correlations as Eq. (2). Indeed,
the form Cn2 (X) is prevalent in prior art [15,32], including theory [20,38].
Vertical vs. Horizontal Imaging
There is a clear distinction between imaging of celestial objects (e.g., stars) and
low-altitude objects. The atmosphere is thin: air pressure falls to half that of
sea-level at 5km. Moreover, local topographic features (which affect wind) and
sources of temperature gradients and moisture are mainly on the ground. Thus
turbulence effects are strongest at very low altitudes. In a vertical observation
of a celestial object, the LOS is mostly [27] affected by the lowest 3km (see
Fig. 2). The situation is very different [27,46] when observing objects near ground
(horizontal views). Then, the entire LOS passes through the densest air, rich
in turbulence sources. Moreover, horizontal paths can extend far beyond 3km.
Hence, horizontal imaging easily expresses strong visual effects of turbulence.
One of visual effects of turbulence is termed Seeing. In this effect, random
refraction perturbs the angle of arrival (AOA) of a ray from an object to the
camera [33]. Thus, the LOS of each pixel wiggles, creating spatiotemporal geometric distortions in image sequences. For an object at distance L and a camera
having a lens aperture diameter D, the AOA of a LOS has variance given by
  \label {eq:AOAPathInt} \sigma ^2_{\rm AOA}=2.914D^{-1/3}\int _0^L C_n^2[{\bf X}(z)] w_{\rm AOA}(z|L) dz, ~~~~~~{\bf X}\in {\rm LOS} 

(3)
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Fig. 2. Vertical and horizontal turbulence paths. For vertical paths, approximately 60%
of the turbulence is located 3km near the sensor [27], and the propagation model is that
of a collimated beam (plane wave). In horizontal imaging, turbulence can be strong all
along the LOS, and the propagation model is that of a point source (spherical wave).

where
  \label {eq:AOAw} w_{\rm AOA}(z|L)= \left (\frac {z}{L}\right )^{5/3}. 

(4)

Note that z ∈ [0, L] is a location parameter along a LOS. Here z = 0 corresponds
to the object location, while the camera is at z = L (Fig. 2). The term wAOA (z|L)
weights the contribution of Cn2 [X(z)] along the LOS. From Eq. (4), clearly, the
contribution is maximal by a turbulent air parcel right near the camera lens.
2
.
The farther the turbulent air parcel (lower z), the smaller is its effect on σAOA
Another visual effects of turbulence is termed Scintillation. It is the reason
that stars twinkle. Similarly, it is the reason that distant bulbs on horizontal
paths twinkle. In scintillation, the measured light intensity fluctuates. We provide
more details about this effect in Sec. 3.

3

Scintillation by Turbulence

There are several theories of scintillation, based on different approximations
of light propagation [29,31]. Here we provide an intuitive illustration of how a
turbulent medium creates twinkling, in a camera observing a single isotropic
point source. Consider a very simplified case, where an air parcel has a shape
of a lens, and its refractive index is slightly lower than that of calm steady air.
Then, the air parcel acts as a very weak diverging lens (Fig. 3).
If the air parcel is adjacent to the camera lens (z = L), then it has a negligible
effect on the light flux gathered by the camera. A similar outcome occurs if the
air parcel is adjacent to the isotropic point object (z = 0). As a result, no
matter what is the random refractive index of the air parcel, it does not change
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Fig. 3. Ray tracing simulation, modeling turbulence phenomena as defocusing by a
lens. The influence of the turbulence is minor if it is located close to the sensor (b) or
to the point source (d). The influence becomes major while located in the middle (c).
Based on a ray-tracing simulator [50].

the measured intensity in these two cases. However, if the air parcel is at the
center of the LOS, (z = L/2), it has a significant effect: some light rays miss
the camera aperture, leading to loss of light gathered by the camera. Because
the air-parcel has a random refractive index, the loss of gathered light power is
random. This leads to observed scintillation. In analogy to Eqs. (3,4), we thus
expect that in scintillation2 of an isotropic source (marked •), there is a weight
of Cn2 [X(z)] along a LOS, which satisfies
  \label {eq:Sw_special} w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }(z=0|L)=0, ~~~ w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }(z=L|L)=0,~~~~ L/2= \arg \max _z w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }(z|L).  (5)
An isotropic light source emits a spherical wave. Rigorous wave-optics analysis of scintillation of a spherical wave yields the following result. Let the intensity
observed by the camera at time t be I(t). Its expectation value is ⟨I(t)⟩t . Define
2

From the illustration, despite beam spread caused by turbulence, if the camera lens
is large enough, the lens gathers the light power as in non-turbulent air. This inhibits
the scintillation signal, and termed aperture filtering. In practice, the aperture filters
scintillation if D > 5cm. In our work, this is negligible because D < 5cm.
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a unit-less normalized variance by
  \label {eq:SigIDef} \sigma _{\rm I}^2 = \left \langle \left [ \frac {I-\langle I(t)\rangle _t} {\langle I(t)\rangle _t} \right ]^2 \right \rangle _t = \frac { \langle I^2(t)\rangle _t -[{\langle I(t)\rangle _t}]^2} {[{\langle I(t)\rangle _t}]^2} = \frac {\langle I^2(t)\rangle _t} {[{\langle I(t)\rangle _t}]^2} -1 \;. 

(6)

In our context, σI2 is termed a scintillation index. For a spherical wave having wavelength λ propagating in a turbulent medium, the scintillation index is
modelled [20,24,38] by

  \label {eq:SphericalPathInt} {\sigma _{\rm I {\bullet }}^2} = 2.24 \left ( \frac {2\pi }{\lambda } \right )^{7/6} \int \limits _0^L C_n^2[{\bf X}(z)] w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }(z|L) dz, ~~~~~~{\bf X}\in {\rm LOS} 

(7)

  \label {eq:Sciw} w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }(z|L)= \left ( L-z\right )^{5/6} \left (\frac {z}{L}\right )^{5/6}. 

(8)

where

Note that Eq. (8) is consistent with Eq. (5).
There is an additional model of scintillation, where the object is a star [5,7,27],
far away from the turbulent medium, observed vertically from Earth (Fig. 2),
or a laser-based scintillometer [42]. Each can be approximated as a plane wave
source, marked ∥. Then, the scintillation index is modelled by

  \label {eq:planePathInt} {\sigma _{\rm I {\parallel }}^2} = 2.24 \left ( \frac {2\pi }{\lambda } \right )^{7/6} \int \limits _0^L C_n^2[{\bf X}(z)] w_{\rm scint}^{\parallel }(z|L) dz, ~~~~~~{\bf X}\in {\rm LOS} 

(9)

  \label {eq:SciParw} w_{\rm scint}^{\parallel }(z|L)= \left ( L-z\right )^{5/6}. 

(10)

where
∥

•
The weight functions wAOA (z|L), wscint
(z|L), wscint (z|L) are plotted in Fig. 4.
According to Ref. [8], in a weak scintillation regime, σI2 < 0.2, while I(t) is
sampled from approximately a log normal distribution. In a very weak regime,
σI2 < 0.1, while I(t) is sampled approximately from a normal distribution.

4

TS Tomography From Scintillation

We formalize an inverse problem, of reconstructing Cn2 from scintillation measurements of point sources. The formulation is that of a linear tomography problem. As seen in Eq. (7), over a single LOS, the scintillation index is a linear
(weighted) integral of Cn2 (X). Linear path integrals are the basis of linear tomography as used in medical imaging.
Analogously, we formulate TS tomography based on scintillation of point
sources at horizontal views. As in medical imaging, we need multi-view projections. Then, different LOSs yield a set of independent linear equations as (7),
modeling how the unknown field Cn2 (X) leads to the set of measured σI2 .
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Fig. 4. (a) Spherical wave, plane wave, and AOA theoretical Weights. (b) Simulation
results, for a set of hot-spot locations and radii. Here Cn2 = 1e−15 m−2/3 . The sensor
and source are located at X = 0 and X = 10 km, respectively.

Empirically, Eq. (6) uses a sequence of images. Each image is affected by
image noise, including photon noise. This aspect needs to be accounted for.
Let p denote a specific pixel observing a point object (bulb) O from a specific
viewpoint. Without turbulence, in a lab, the variance of imaging noise (VARnoise )
can be calibrated per expected graylevel ⟨I(t)⟩t . Imaging noise is independent of
turbulence-induced scintillation, whose variance is VARscint (p). Therefore, the
empirical variance VARdata of the measured intensity of O satisfies
  \label {eq:VARs} {\rm VAR}_{\rm data}(p)= {\rm VAR}_{\rm scint}(p) + {\rm VAR}_{\rm noise} \;\; . 

(11)

Therefore, from Eqs. (6,7,11), a datum at p is
  \label {eq:SIgIpractice} y(p)\equiv {\sigma _{\rm I {\bullet }}^2} (p) = \frac {{\rm VAR}_{\rm data}(p) - {\rm VAR}_{\rm noise}} {\left [ {\langle I(p,t)\rangle _t} \right ]^2} \;\;. 

(12)

Now, the continuous model of Eqs. (7,8) is discretized. The domain is divided
voxels
into a set of Nvoxels voxels, {Vk }N
. TS is approximated as a constant within
k=1
each voxel. We follow some of the notations of Ref. [3]. Pixel p observes object
O through LOSp (Fig. 5). As p relates to a specific viewpoint (camera) which
observes O, the distance of the camera from O is denoted L(p). The intersection
of LOSp with voxel Vk is denoted Ψp,k ≡ LOSp ∩ Vk . If LOSp does not intersect
voxel Vk , then Ψp,k is empty. The intersection is a line segment between two
max
points smin
p,k , sp,k , defined by
  \label {eq:sminmax} s^{\rm min}_{p,k}=\min _{{\bf X}\in \Psi _{p,k}} \|{\bf X}-{\bf O}\| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ s^{\rm max}_{p,k}=\max _{{\bf X}\in \Psi _{p,k}} \|{\bf X}-{\bf O}\|. 

(13)

Using Eq. (8), define
  \label {eq:SphericalPathInt_digit2} a(p,k) = 2.24 \left ( \frac {2\pi }{\lambda } \right )^{7/6} \int \limits _{s^{\rm min}_{p,k}}^{s^{\rm max}_{p,k}} w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }[z|L(p)]\ dz \ \;. 

(14)
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max
Fig. 5. Line of sight ray-voxel intersection. Points smin
p,k and sp,k are the intersection
points of the ray with voxel Vk . We used the ray tracing algorithm of [4].

There is a closed form for the integral in Eq. (14), using the hypergeometric [14]
function 2 F1
  \label {eq:SphericalPathInt_digit3} \int \limits _{s^{\rm min}_{p,k}}^{s^{\rm max}_{p,k}} w_{\rm scint}^{\bullet }[z|L(p)]\ dz \
= \\ \frac {6 z [L(p) - z]^{5/6} {[\frac {z}{L(p)}]}^{5/6} {_2}F_{1}(-\frac {5}{6}, \frac {11}{6}; \frac {17}{6}; \frac {z}{L(p)}) } {11 [1 - \frac {z}{L(p)}]^{5/6}} \Biggr |^{s^{\rm max}_{p,k}}_{s^{\rm min}_{p,k}} \;, 

(15)
where
  \label {eq:Hyper} {_2}F_{1}(\alpha ,\beta ;\gamma ;\xi ) = \sum \limits _{m=0}^{\infty }\frac {(\alpha )_m (\beta )_m }{(\gamma )_m} \frac {{\xi }^m}{m!} \;. 

(16)

Because TS is approximated as a constant within each voxel k, Eq. (7) is
discretized to a sum:
  \label {eq:SphericalPathInt_digit} {\sigma _{\rm I {\bullet }}^2}(p) \approx \sum \limits _{\Psi _{p,k}\neq \emptyset } a(p,k) C_n^2(k) \;. 

(17)

This sum can be approximated also using linear interpolation.
The total number of pixels in all viewpoints is Npixels . Define a Npixels × Nvoxels
matrix A, whose element (p, k) is
  \label {eq:Wjk} A(p,k) = \left \{ \begin {array}{ll} 0 & \mbox {~~~if ~$\Psi _{p,q}=\emptyset $}\\ a(p,k) & \mbox {~~~otherwise} \end {array} \right . \;\;. 

(18)

Based on Eq. (12), concatenate the values y(p) for all p into a column vector y.
Concatenate the variables Cn2 (k) for all k into a column vector c. Then Eq. (17)
has the form
  \label {eq:yforward} {\bf y}\approx {\bf A} {\bf c} \;. 
(19)
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Fig. 6. [Left] Simulation of a uniform radial topology of sources and sensors. Each
sensor acts as a source for the opposite sensors. [Middle] Scintillation-based TS tomography result (NRMSE = 0.158). Notice all five TS blobs were reconstructed. [Right]
Results of AOA-based TS tomography (NRMSE = 0.217).

The tomographic inverse problem can then be solved using
  \label {eq:Optimiztion} { \hat {\bf {c}}} = \text {arg} \,\min \limits _{\bf {c}} \left \{ \left \Vert \bf {y} - {\bf A} \bf {c} \right \Vert ^2 + \mu R(\bf {c}) \right \} \quad \quad s.t.\quad \bf {c} \geq 0 \;. 

(20)

Here \mu  is a regularization parameter and R(\bf {c}) is a regularization term. Here we
chose a spatial smoothness prior R(\bf {c}) = \left \Vert \nabla ^2 \bf {c} \right \Vert ^2 as an example. We use the
simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) [11] as a solver. Other
priors can also be used.

5

Simulation

Consider Fig. 6. A simulated circular domain has a diameter of 10km. It is
surrounded by 36 cameras. Each camera location has a bulb, to be observed by
the other cameras. Each camera has a fixed FOV of 80◦ . A camera has 15 pixels,
each observing a bulb. Thus Npix = 540. The domain includes five turbulent
circular hot-spots, at and around the domain center, Each hot-spot has a 500m
radius and TS Cn2 = 10−15 m−2/3 .
Each pixel has full-well of 3000 photoelectrons and 8-bit quantization, ie.,
the expected number of photoelectrons per graylevel is 11.8. Using these specifications, each noisy measurement is drawn from a Poisson distribution of photoelectrons, and then quantized. A sequence of 1000 frames was then used for
2
2
tomography. From this sequence, we estimated both σAOA
(p) and σI•
(p), for
2
each pixel p. The values of σAOA are used to run the method of Ref. [3], to
which we compare. Fig 6 shows our result, in comparison to that obtained by
the principle of Ref. [3]. In Fig. 7 we simulate a scene of one blob, in a sensors’
configuration as that of the field experiment (Sec. 6).
We studied how Npix affects the results. We changed the number of cameras
in the range 9 to 88, but keeping the FOV of each at 80◦ . Each camera has a
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Fig. 7. TS simulated recovery. Cameras are placed as in the field experiment.

Fig. 8. TS Reconstruction NRMSE over Npix .

bulb to be observed by the other cameras. This way Npix varies in the range
[108, 1332]. Results of the estimated Ĉn2 are quantitatively compared to the true
Cn2 using the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE),
  \label {eq:NRMSE} {\rm NRMSE}= \frac {\sqrt {\langle [\hat {C}_n^2(k)-C_n^2(k)]^2\rangle _k}} {\max _{k} {C_n^2(k)}} \;, 

(21)

where k is the voxel index. The results are plotted in Fig. 8.
We also checked the influence of the distance of the hot-spots from the camera
ring, and the radius of each hot-spot. The results appear in Fig. 4b. The dependency on distance is consistent with the theory [24]. Note that the scintillation
2
index is in the range 0 ≤ σI•
(p) ≤ 0.2.

6

Field Experiment

Turbulence effects typically require very long ranges. Hence, we conducted a field
experiment in a greater-city scale, at the Haifa Bay, Israel. This is a domain which
is about 10km across. The experiment included the following elements:
Building imaging systems. We need to simultaneously image a field of a large
scale, yet with high angular resolution, in order to resolve individual bulbs at
large distances. For this purpose, we custom-built a set of untethered imaging
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Fig. 9. [Left] Sample images from the outdoor experiment. [Right] A custom-built
imager. It consists of an industrial camera, a C-mount lens, a raspberry-pi controller
and a motorized pan and tilt head.
Table 1. Components of the imaging system
Component

Model

Spec.

Machine Vision Camera
Lens
Controller
Motorized Pan & Tilt Head
Power Bank
Housing
Cellular Modem

IDS UI-3480LE-M-G
Fujinon HF75SA-1
Raspberry Pi 4B
Bescor MP-101
Xiaomi Redmi 18W
Nisko T2 IP55
Boon

2560x1920, 2.2µm2
f /11, f = 75mm
8 GB RAM, WiFi
0-340◦ , ±15◦
20,000mAh, 3.6A
90x150x80 mm
WiFi-cellular

systems (see Fig. 9). Each integrates power, embedded computing, communications, electro-mechanics, a camera, a lens and a dedicated software.
Table 1 lists hardware components. An industrial machine vision camera
provides radiometric reliability. The lens provides high angular resolution (0.035
mrad/pixel), but limits the FOV (4.301◦ ). So, a motorized pan-tilt unit head
scans the FOV. A baffle attached to the lens reduces stray light from peripheral
bulbs. Remote control and verification is by cellular communication. The camera,
pan-tilt-unit and communications are automatically controlled by a raspberry-pi
controller running the software. Scintillation degrades by aperture filtering [9].
So, a small aperture is used (f /11). Light bulbs flicker due to alternating-current
(AC) in the power grid [36]. This flicker may overwhelm the scintillation signal.
This disturbance is filtered out using a 80ms exposure time (an integer multiple
of the period of the grid’s AC). At 80ms, the exposure of distant bulbs was sufficient. In each view angle, 50 frames were acquired, for latter processing. From
Eq. (8), wavelengths scale the scintillation index, but add no information regarding the TS. Night capture requires maximal light sensitivity. So, no spectral filter
was added to the panchromatic camera. The sensitivity of IDS UI-3480LE-M-G
peaks at λ = 500nm, which we used in (14).
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Waiting for a feasible experiment opportunity: a night having no rain, fog or
pandemic lock-downs, while a team is available to cover the region.
Simultaneous imaging by a team. At dusk, natural lighting makes the landscape
visible in conjunction to the lit-up bulbs. This enables identification and localization of each bulb of interest in the FOV. On 02/02/2022, a team of volunteers
went to eight viewpoint locations, setting an untethered imaging system in each.
Preliminary imaging started at dusk (5:15PM local time), for bulb localization,
Then, at night (5:45PM to 6:10PM), imaging of bulb scintillation took place. We
make the the raw data, codes and system design of the field experiment publicly
available in: https://github.com/nirshaul/ScintillationTomography
Sensor calibration: The IDS UI-3480LE-M-G is radiometrically linear. We did
not need intrinsic geometric calibration: any bulb we used in p was registered
to a specific LOS by recognizing this bulb on a landmark in our known domain.
Nevertheless we calibrated the focal length by observing the pixel coordinates of
several recognizable bulbs in the FOV, while knowing their corresponding LOS
(thus relative LOS angles) in the real world.
Image analysis included several steps:
(a) Filtering out all bulbs whose scintillation approached or reached the graylevel
saturation level, or those who were too weak (marked as red in Fig. 1).
(b) Bulbs appear as blobs. The intensity of a bulb was estimated by summing
I in each blob. Using I(p, t), potential sources are mapped by B(p) ≡ 1 if
[maxt I(p, t)] > 20, else B(p) = 0. MATLAB’s bwconncomp finds connected components in B(p): each is an individual blob, where I(p, t) is spatially integrated.
This yields a time sequence (for 50 frames), per blob. When possible, longer
sequences are measured.
(c) Per spatially-integrated bulb, ⟨I(t)⟩t , ⟨I 2 (t)⟩t are calculated, leading to (6).
(d) Each bulb of interest was registered to ground location coordinates. This
was done using dusk images and maps of the region.
(e) The GPS coordinates of each viewpoint defined the LOS to each bulb. In
total, we marked 327 LOSs, each with a corresponding σI2 value (Fig. 10).
(f) In our outdoor field, viewpoints and the ground vary vertically by 50m at
most, over a horizontal span of 6-12km. So, we do not attempt vertical resolution. The domain was divided horizontally to 15 × 27 voxels, each 500m long.
This way, the number of unknowns is comparable the 327 measured LOSs to recognized landmarks. The voxel-size order of magnitude is consistent with prior
art (200m in [32]; 600m in [3]). We ran Eqs. (13-20), using µ = 0.3.
The result is shown in Fig. 12. Major TS hostspots are consistent with major
heavy-industry plants, specifically oil refineries having a cluster of chimneys and
a fertilizer plant. There was medium-TS in an industrial suburban area, and very
low TS in vegetated regions. The maximum in TS values were 2.3e−16 m−2/3 and
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Fig. 10. Outdoor experiment setup: Eight viewpoints spread around Haifa Bay. Several
dozens of lines of sight measurements were associated to each sensor.

2.45e−16 m−2/3 (at the refineries and the Kiryat-Ata town, respectively). These
values are consistent with typical values in a winter evening [43,46].

7

Discussion

We present a novel approach for resolving turbulence strength spatially. We rely
on the phenomenon of scintillating point light sources. As this approach is based
on passive imaging using a basic machine vision tools, it can be easily utilized
for a wide area of interests and applications.
The analysis and the experiment here were geared to night-time. Nevertheless, there is an adaptation of scintillation imaging for daytime [48]. This can
thus enable our tomographic approach to work in daytime. We believe that far
better resolution can be obtained using the same video data, if many more LOSs
are analyzed. This requires computer vision methods for automatically finding
correspondences of solitude bulbs observed at night from very different multiple views, and registering them to the topography. Hence the TS problem can
stimulate further computer vision studies.
In medical CT, there is a missing cone (MC) of frequencies, which is the null
subspace of multi-angular linear projection across the domain. TS-by-scintillation
may have a null space too, which is fascinating to explore in future work. It is
different from medical MC, because our LOSs can begin/end arbitrarily inside
•
the domain (to bulbs), and because of wscint
.
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Fig. 11. Sample images from the outdoor experiment. These images from multiple
viewpoints were collected as preliminary data. At twilight, we thus capture light sources
and landmarks, for registration.

Fig. 12. The estimated TS parameter C2n , shown in a 2D map overlaid with regional
places of interest. Deep-red areas represent high values, while unsaturated red areas
represent low values. Notice the hottest spot is located at the oil refineries.
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